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Dari transcript: 
  اد���ت

  
�د� :� !" #��# 8ی4.  و5*# "4 �( در �3رد .�ه!1 در ا.-(,+*(ن '&%$  )�.  ;!> ; : ب4 ی(د 

�( ه #��اث اس= � ،A3ل ت(ریD در )� #E 3س� ،#E 3س�� ب  . 4� G:ء .�ه!1 اس$*H 4 بI,8 )�ا
�، ادب (ت �(س$KL!4 روشE%D )'3NO��# رس4،  P" �اس=م دس*3Oش ت&S3ت ب+ (ر . ذهQ ه

5�ار داری�#زی(د س (س #��ای# و ا,&X(ط  اس=Y ب! (د Z"4 در ی] دور �ب !  #� S)و ح  ،Z<در .  ش
Zد�" $"��( ه^ 4H، ب4 د,%(ل ش[� ح #E 3س� ،#E 3س� _Oب �، و در س(ح4 ادب (ت، 4I,8 "4 ب4 ,`

�# 8ی4، ی] س(ح4 �aOH اس$ "4 وا5[( ه� .�ه!1 �( در او ب�از,>Y# دارZ و  4*+G�ه^P" 4 ب
�ت خ('# دارZ، او ش[� اس$cش .  

�(ادب (ت�( در  #.3Nت dا�e)3'( شNO��یQ ش[�ای# ه� داری�، *Yن، ب:ر)cG  ),S3� <!,)� 
�#G=ل اg>یQ بOf# و رو�#، ی( رو . 4Gان ب3د و خ3ا� س!(ی#، Xe(ر، Xe(ر اg%*4 از بO_ ای

Z� h و dر)N,ا iا<%e . در ،Zب3د _Oدر ه^# ب ،�!" #� �K. 4� ،)� #j!ه�. $g)'ا �*H ب 
Zب3د ��اث  .�ه!j# و ادب# . بO_ ش[ � Qی�*Yو ب:ر )�� ش^( Yاس$، ا � ادب (ت دردر بO_ ش[

�Lf*O# اس$ در اد d)ه Zدور ،Q ! %ب ب�hب�h ب (ت . dت ب+ (ر زی(دS3&ت lf*O�در 5�ون 
درا�4 ش3j.(ی# داش*4، ش[� دورZ ه(d اس$ "4 در m,8( ,(ول ت&3ل "�دZ و ش3j.(ی# داش*4، دی>,>، 

  . ش3j.(ی# داش*4
)��=ح`4 �# "! �، ی] ت>اوم اس$ در ادب (ت  )�� در ادب (ت خ3د Yا )��n= اش[(ر �S3,(  را �( . ا

�# خ3ا,  4" S)4 حK g)در ح ،Zد�K, #g3&زب(ن ;!>ان ت � س(ل sYش*4 از 800- 700 �، از ,`
),S3� Z،.دور�3ا, O � )� 4" Zب(ش4، ی( اش[(ر رود"# ر Z<ش Zود�5�ن س Q ^4 در هK!ای tn�  از  

Zد�K, #g3&زب(,# ;!>ان ت �`, .Qوی�� ش^( در ادب (ت ا,fj +# بYا . ،)Xون وس�5 Z8ث(ر دور =n�
� *3ا, Q ب3Oا, Qب4 �tKH ش^(  .Z� v+Kش4. ی( ح*# 8ث(ر ش #^, Z<,"4 ا'= خ3ا �5>ی #+ fj,ا . Pپ

Zب3د ��3NO'(  در بO_ ش[ ،)�و اd ت>اوم اg%*4 ه� �:ای(ی# دارZ، و ه� . ی] ت>اوم در ادب (ت 
�!L# در اوس$ d)ه: ; .،)� یK!3اخ*# در .�ه!1 �(، ای+$ یK# از خ3ب# ه(d ت>اوم در .�ه!1 

� *3ا,!> اث(ر ادب (ت خ3د را ب4 درس*# در3G <!!" xا,"4  lf*O� d)ه t+, در )�NE, QK g_ . (ن 
Z3د%, dا Zت س (س# ت( ا,>ازS3&ت yت(ب )��lf*O ادب (ت  d)ه Z4 خ3ب، در دور" Zب3د Qای . �از ,`

 ،)��م ه(d ادب (ت . ،< !" 4]g)X�� ش^( Yم ا�.�)'3NO_Oان  در ب<!; ��دZت&g3# ش[K,    . در
)�ت( ح(g# ه� ه^3 .�م ه(Z< N5 d و h:ل، و ای!( ه^_ ادا�4 دارZ و ت( ا,>ازZ اd . ادب (ت "=س ] 

� "+# ,3عی]Y4 ت(ب3 اس$ "4 ا!Kش #��م ه( را . Qای  .  
 
English translation:  
 
Man: When we talk about culture in Afghanistan, we are reminded of several things. 
Music, our music in history, our Islamic heritage is also part of our culture. But what 
comes to everybody’s mind, especially to our intellectuals, is our literature. Islam has 
seen many political changes,and now we see that we are in a period of fundamentalism 
and failure. In music, our music has always followed poetry. In literature, one part that 



has always been prominent, it is a specific part that our culture is very well known for, is 
famous for, and that is poetry. 
 
In the literature of world, we have the greatest poets, especially our Sufi poets like 
Malwana Jalaludin Balkhi and Rumi, or Rumi, Sanayee, Ataar. Ataar was of course on 
the Iranian part, and Khawja Abdullah Ansari and others. Most of our cultural originality 
I think has been in this part, in the poetry. Our biggest cultural and literary heritage has 
been in poetry. If you look into the western literature, there are different periods in 
western literature. There were many changes over the centuries, there are periods when 
the novel dominated and blossomed, or drama, or poetry. But if we look at our literature, 
there is a continuation in our literature. For example if we read Mawlana’s (Rumi) poetry 
today, it hasn’t changed much, even after 700-800 years from Malwana’s time. Or if we 
read Rudaki’s poetry, it seems like it is written in this century. It hasn’t changed if we 
look at the language. If you look at English literature, for example, the writing of the 
Middle Ages is difficult to read. Or even Shakespeare’s works (are difficult to 
understand).  The old English is not really comprehensible (for today’s reader). So there 
has been a continuation in our literature, especially with poetry. This continuation of 
course has some benefits, but there are also negative things in it. One of the good things 
about continuation in our culture, the uniformity in our culture, is that young people of 
different generations can understand their literature easily. But the disadvantage is that, 
well, in different periods our literature has not followed the political change. If you study 
the form, the form in our literature, especially in poetry hasn’t changed much…in our 
classical literature. Still the same forms of Qasida and Ghazal (poetry formats in Persian), 
and all that has continued and [it] is kind of a taboo to break them.  
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